We investigated resist profile change caused by re-sticking acid from exposed area during PEB. Using high activation energy type chemically amplified positive resist, the profile changed from T-top to rounded profile with increasing Exposed Area Ratio (EAR).
Introduction
Recently, the design rule of semiconductor devices has progressed to the sub-100 nm regime. For photoresist material and its process, high resolution and large process latitude are required.
For this low-kl lithography, the authors propose thin resist process [l, 2] . In the case of this process, resist profile control is very important, due to its direct influence on substrate profile after etch.
Some issues arise under this low-k1 condition, for example, line edge roughness [3, 4] , line shortening [5, b] . One of those issues is dependence of resist performance on Exposed Area Ratio (EAR). In this case, an EAR means a ratio between an exposed area and a field area in which a fine pattern is surrounded. It is reasonable to suppose that anal image is unaffected by surrounding pattern which is several .tm away from it. However, some conditions are different between at high and low EAR, for example, a flare, a dissolution product. Park et al. reported the effect of flare on process latitude [7] . They reported that process latitude decreased with increasing EAR due to reduction of image contrast. Ito et al. reported a Critical Dimension (CD) variation due to a flow of developer including dissolution product [8] . However there have been few reports about the dependence of resist profile on EAR.
Many reports about resist profile have been published. Some researchers explain resist profile changes by acid evaporation during PEB [9] [10] [11] .
Kihara et al. reported the relationship between acid evaporation during PEB and T-top profile.
It is reasonable to expect that acid evaporation from high EAR region is larger than that from low EAR region. Authors focus on this influence on resist profile. (Nanometrics).
Resist sandwich test
The resist sandwich test shown in Figure 2 was carried out. The resist was exposed to acid supplier with flood exposure with various exposure doses.
After this, a wafer with acid supplier is denoted Table 1 .
Then resist sandwich test was carried out. After PEB, Wafer 2 was washed by water to strip OCL.
Then resist thickness loss of Wafer 2 was measured.
Resist profile with and without OCL
To confirm the effect of OCL, the resist was exposed through EAR-controlled mask with normal condition.
The wafer was coated with OCL with some timing to certify the presence of the effect of acid evaporation during exposure. OCL coating and stripping timing is shown listed in Table 2 .
PEB and development were carried out under the same conditions as those described in section 2.2. Control wafer was made without OCL coating and with the same timing of stripping listed in Table 2 .
So condition (c) without OCL was equal to evaporation as showed in Figure 4 -(a). However, acid evaporation alone cloud not explain rounded profile at 100% EAR. The authors consider that this rounded profile is caused by re-sticking of evaporated acid as showed in Figure 4 -(b). Acid generated at 100% EAR region evaporates during PEB, diffuses in PEB chamber and sticks on resist surface again. This resticking acid could catalyze de-protection reaction on resist surface of fine patterned area and could change its profile to a rounded one. Vertical profile at 50% EAR could be explained by the fact that the amount of evaporated acid is nearly equal to that of re-sticking acid.
Resist thickness loss by re-sticking acids
To estimate acid re-sticking, the sandwich test was performed. • indicates the case of Table 1 -(A). /indicates the case of Table   1 -(B). D indicates the case of Table 1 
-(C)
This result suggested that re-stuck acid was diffused only on resist surface and did not effect deprotection at resist bottom in the case of 300 nm resist thickness. Table 2 . In the case of (a) and (c) with OCL in Figure 10 , resist patterns showed vertical profile at each EAR. On the other hand, resist patterns showed EAR dependence in the case of (a) and (c) without OCL, as shown in section 3.1.. These results suggested that OCL reduced acid evaporation and acid resticking and it was useful to reduce EAR dependence of resist pattern. Resist profile in the condition of (c) with OCL is nearly equal to that of (a) with OCL. This result suggested that the effect of acid evaporation and acid re-sticking during exposure was smaller than that during PEB. However, in the case of (b) with and without OCL, both resist patterns showed nearly same T-top profile, which was larger than that in the condition (a) and (c) without OCL. It was due to washing out of acid at resist surface during OCL stripping with water before PEB. So the effect of acid evaporation and re-sticking during exposure was not certified.
Comparison of these results suggested that OCL is mainly effective during PEB and is useful for reducing resist profile dependence on EAR due to acid evaporation and acid re-sticking. We applied an overcoat layer in an attempt to reduce the evaporation and re-sticking of acid.
These results indicated that the overcoat layer reduced acid evaporation and re-sticking. Also, it may reduce resist profile dependence on exposed area ratio
